
 

THURAYA
XT-PRO DUAL

With a satellite SIM card and a cellular SIM card in one phone, the possibilities with Thuraya XT-Pro Dual are limitless. 
The world’s �rst dual-mode, dual-SIM phone empowers users with seamless connectivity no matter where you go. 
Thuraya XT-Pro Dual is perfect for the energy sector, o�ering built-in advanced navigation capabilities via GPS, 
Beidou, and Glonass for highest �exibility in all regions. Enterprise and leisure users can make calls over a reliable 
network. With its dedicated SOS button and long battery life, Thuraya XT-Pro Dual is perfect for emergencies. Oper-
ating over Thuraya’s extensive satellite network, Thuraya XT-Pro Dual keeps you connected in more than 150 coun-
tries for a truly seamless satellite and terrestrial connectivity experience.

FEATURES

Always-on satellite & GSM 
connectivity

Dedicated SOS
button

Advanced geofencing 
functionalities

Two SIM card slots Resilient design for harsh 
environments

11 hours talk-time & 100 
hours stand-by time

WORLD’S FIRST SATELLITE 
& GSM DUAL-SIM PHONE

SOS



iec-telecom.com

TWO WORLDS IN ONE
Experience uninterrupted connectivity for voice services, wherever your duties or adventures may lead you. Stay 
seamlessly connected through the dependable Thuraya network and switch to your preferred GSM operator 
based on the availability of terrestrial coverage.

CONVERGENCE YOU CAN CUSTOMISE
Thuraya XT-Pro Dual works in satellite and terrestrial mode simultaneously. You can be contacted on your cellular 
number even while on an active satellite call. Use a Thuraya SIM card and an LTE SIM card, or choose any 
combination of SIM cards that meets your requirements.

ADVANCED GEOFENCING FUNCTIONALITIES
Connect to Traksat to access advanced geofencing functionalities - preset a geofence, send current coordinates, 
and use position-logging. Track preset time intervals, distance travelled, and movement outside the geofence 
over a fully secure user-activated interface.

WEIGHT
232 g

DIMENSIONS
138 x 57 x 27 mm

BATTERY LIFE
Up to 11 hours (talk-time);
Up to 100 hours (stand-by time)

OPERATIONAL TEMPERATURE (°C)
-10°C to +55°C

CALL AND MESSAGING SERVICES
Satellite calls, SMS, SMS to email

DATA SERVICES (LTE/4G)
Up to 30 Mbps (down)
Up to 9 Mbps (up)

DATA SERVICES (SATELLITE)
GmPRS up to 60/15 kbps (down/up) 
Circuit switched 9.6 kbps

GLOBAL NAVIGATION SATELLITE 
SYSTEM (GNSS)
GPS, BeiDou, Glonass, Galileo

DISPLAY 
2.4” toughened Gorilla glass outdoor 
display

INGRESS PROTECTION
Water resistant, dust resistant, shock 
proof (IP55/IK05)

SIM CARDS
1 SAT Mini-SIM; 1 Micro-SIM

CONNECTORS
USB-C connector
Earphone connector (3.5 mm)
Antenna connector

MULTI-LANGUAGE FIRMWARE

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Car charger

Solar chargers

Fixed Docking Units

Indoor Repeaters

Spare batteries

Spare travel chargers (with EU/UK/ 
CHN/AUS plugs)

Spare USB data cables

SPECIFICATIONS

UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS


